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Pay for Performance Methodology
The Pay for Performance methodology is a tool to help evaluate the alignment of executive pay and company
performance. The methodology is designed to focus on companies with a long-term trend of over-compensation
relative to performance. It comprises an initial quantitative screen and routine qualitative assessment, and, where
a potential pay for performance misalignment is identified, a more in-depth and detailed qualitative assessment to
determine if there is significant long-term pay for performance misalignment. The in-depth qualitative analysis is
completed for all subject companies identified by the quantitative screen as having a potential pay for
performance misalignment, and this qualitative assessment drives ISS' ultimate vote recommendation for this
policy. The detailed components of the methodology are:

Quantitative
Relative:
▪

The Relative Degree of Alignment (RDA) is the difference between the company's Total Shareholder Return
("TSR") rank and the CEO's total pay rank within a peer group, measured over a 3-year period;
Multiple of Median (MOM) is the total compensation in the last reported fiscal year relative to the median
compensation of the peer group; and
The Financial Performance Assessment (FPA) compares the percentile ranks of a company’s CEO pay and
financial performance across four Economic Value Added (EVA) metrics, relative to an ISS-developed
comparison group, over the prior three-year period.

▪
▪

Absolute:
▪

The CEO Pay-to-TSR Alignment (PTA): the difference between absolute pay changes and absolute TSR changes
over the most recent 5-year period (or as long a period as company disclosure permits)

Qualitative
Companies identified by the above quantitative screen as having potential pay for performance misalignment will
receive a qualitative assessment to determine the ultimate recommendation, considering a range of case-by-case
factors. These factors may include the ratio of performance to time-based equity awards; the overall ratio of
performance-based compensation; the completeness of disclosure; rigor of performance goals; financial/operation
results, both absolute and relative to company's self-selected peers; special circumstances related to a new CEO in
the prior FY; and any other factors deemed relevant.
The methodology described above is further explained in the following sections of the FAQ.

Definition of Compensation
1. How does ISS define Total Compensation (Pay) for the pay for performance methodology?
In accordance with the National Instrument Form 51-102F6 - Statement of Executive Compensation, each annual
meeting Management Information Circular ("proxy circular") must disclose an array of compensation data, with a
three year look-back, for the five highest paid executives, including the CEO and CFO. The centerpiece of these
disclosures is the Summary Compensation Table, which enumerates key elements found in a typical top executive's
compensation package. These elements include:
i.

Base Salary
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ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Share-Based Awards
Option-Based Awards
Non-Equity Incentive Plan Compensation – Annual Incentive Plans (Annual Bonus)1
Non-Equity Incentive Plan Compensation – Long Term Incentive Plans2
Pension Value
All Other Compensation
Total Compensation

The proxy circular also includes several other tables which provide more specific information such as grants of
equity-based awards, outstanding equity based awards, pension values etc. However, the Summary Compensation
Table provides the most comprehensive picture of each named executive officer's total planned and earned
compensation for the fiscal year - specifically, the pay and pay opportunities that the compensation committee
and board determined the executives ought to receive. It is these decisions that investors generally wish to
monitor and evaluate, since their aim is to ensure that executives are paid fairly, but not overpaid, for the
performance executives ultimately deliver and sustain.
In evaluating pay for performance alignment at a company, ISS focuses on Total Compensation as reflected in the
Summary Compensation Table of the proxy circular.

2. Why does ISS focus on the CEO's pay to determine pay for performance alignment?
ISS focuses on the CEO's pay because that package sets the "compensation pace" at most companies. In addition,
the compensation committee and board are most directly involved in and accountable for the decisions that
generate the CEO's pay.

3. Why does ISS use granted values for equity based long term incentive awards instead of using
realizable/realized values for such awards?
Some observers suggest that shareholders should evaluate "realized/realizable pay" rather than granted pay in
determining whether pay and performance are aligned. This comprises compensation that results (or could result)
from the exercise/vesting of an executive's previously granted equity awards at a given point in time. Since equitybased awards are by far the largest component of most top managers' pay, it is true that future shareholder
returns will have substantial impact on those realized values – in other words, the pay realized from equity-based
awards at underperforming companies is likely to be lower than that realized by executives at better performing
companies, all else being equal. Nevertheless, those values are also significantly influenced by the award
opportunities themselves, which reflect the compensation level the board has determined top executives deserve
and that will appropriately incentivize future performance. Since all equity-based awards are sensitive, to some
degree, to market trends beyond the control of individual executives, it is important that pay elements be
considered if long-term company performance is misaligned with past pay and award opportunities. In that case,
shareholders may expect the board to ensure that future incentive awards are clearly designed to promote
performance improvements that will lead to shareholder value creation.
In the interest of protecting their assets, investors may have another reason to monitor granted pay: corporate pay
benchmarking. Companies themselves measure their executives' compensation against competitors with respect
to pay and pay opportunities, not "realized/realizable" pay.

1

As per the NI 52-102F6, these columns include the cash awards received by the executive that are either discretionary or
dependent upon pre-determined performance goals. Please note that compensation related to Annual Incentive Plan relates
only to a single financial year, whereas Long Term Incentive Plans compensation relates to a period longer than a single year.
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A review of realizable/realized pay may be included in the qualitative assessment when a potential pay for
performance misalignment has been identified.

4. How does ISS treat negative pension values in the Summary Compensation Table?
Negative pension values will be included as reported by the company and can serve to lower the Total
Compensation. When an in-depth qualitative review of the company's compensation plans is conducted, ISS may
consider both total compensation and total direct compensation. In some rare cases when the negative pension
value causes a negative total compensation value in the summary compensation table, ISS may use total direct
compensation in order evaluate the pay for performance alignment at a company.
Total compensation is the sum of all pay elements disclosed in the summary compensation table, that is, salary,
share-based awards, option-based awards, non-equity incentive compensation-annual incentive plans, non-equity
incentive compensation-long term incentive plans, pension value and all other compensation. Total Direct
Compensation is Total Compensation less pension value.

5. How does ISS account for more than one CEO in a given fiscal year?
When a company transitions from one CEO to another, ISS will use only one CEO's pay. The CEO that was in the
position at the end of the fiscal year will generally be the one whose pay will be used. The base salary for a CEO
serving less than one year will be annualized.
If the company has co-CEOs, the higher total compensation figure will be used; and if those co-CEOs are paid
equally, the CEO with the longer tenure will be used; note, however, that the impact of co-CEO compensation
costs may be addressed separately as a part of ISS' qualitative executive compensation evaluation.

6. If the company has transitioned to a new CEO in a particular fiscal year, how does ISS compute
total compensation for the new CEO?
Total Compensation for the CEO is calculated as the sum of the following pay elements 2:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Annualized Base Salary
Share-Based Awards
Option-Based Awards
Non-Equity Incentive Plan Compensation – Annual Incentive Plans (Annual Bonus)3
Non-Equity Incentive Plan Compensation – Long Term Incentive Plans3
Pension Value
All Other Compensation

In order to compare the total compensation of executives, the base salary of the new CEO is annualized. ISS does
not, however, annualize any other pay component such as equity or non-equity related incentive plan
compensation because these awards are likely related to achievement of performance goals.
If the company discloses contractual salary payments in the proxy circular, then such payments would be used as
base salary. If this disclosure is not available, ISS will compute the annualized base salary based on the start date of

2

Items ii. through vii. are as reported in the Summary Compensation Table.
per the NI 52-102F6, these columns include the cash awards received by the executive that are either discretionary or
dependent upon pre-determined performance goals. Please note that compensation related to Annual Incentive Plan relates
only to a single financial year, whereas Long Term Incentive Plans compensation relates to a period longer than a single year.
3 As
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the executive and fiscal year end of the company, using a 365 day year. Start date is the date the executive began
employment as the CEO.

7. For pay for performance alignment, how will ISS treat CEOs who have not been in the position for
three years?
The quantitative methodology will analyze total CEO pay for each year in the analysis without regard to whether all
years relate to the same or different CEOs. If that analysis indicates significant pay for performance misalignment,
the ensuing in-depth qualitative analysis may take into account any relevant factors related to a change in CEO
during the period. Given an apparent misalignment between performance and CEO pay, shareholders would
expect the new CEO's pay package to be substantially performance-based (with clearly disclosed metrics and
goals).

8. How does ISS treat restated compensation amounts for prior years? This may include scenarios in
which the Board granted incentive awards to the executive, awards that the executive later
declined.
ISS will not restate the total compensation amount for the purpose of the pay for performance methodology if the
company restates total compensation values unless there are exceptional circumstances. Specifically, ISS will not
restate prior year compensation amounts if previously granted performance-based equity awards did not vest;
these awards will continue to be recorded at their grant date fair value. The rationale behind this decision is that
the total compensation prior to the restatement was what the compensation committee intended to award the
executive, and therefore the compensation committee should be held accountable for its decisions regarding
compensation amounts awarded. Subsequent events that lead to a restatement of grant date values or an
executive declining compensation awards may be included in the qualitative assessment when a potential pay for
performance misalignment has been identified.

9. What pay data does ISS use for companies with meetings early in the year whose peer CEO pay
information has not yet been released?
ISS uses the most recent compensation data available for the peer companies, which may be from the previous
year in some cases. Pay data is updated very quickly as proxies are released, and the peer data is used only as a
screening mechanism, so the impact of differing pay years within a pay group may be considered during ISS'
qualitative review.

10. How are peer medians calculated for the Components of Pay Table?
The median is separately calculated for each component of pay and for the total annual compensation. For this
reason, the median total compensation of the peer CEOs will not equal the sum of all the peer median pay
components, because the values are calculated separately for each pay component. Rather, the median total
compensation reflects the median of the total compensation of the peer group constituents.

Definition of Performance
11. How does ISS measure the performance of a company for the quantitative section of the pay for
performance methodology?
The pay-for-performance quantitative screen analyzes total shareholder return (TSR) in the relative degree of
alignment (RDA) and pay-TSR alignment (PTA) tests. TSR is measured on a 3-year average basis against peers in the
RDA test, and it is measured on an absolute 5-year basis in the PTA test.
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Additionally, the financial performance assessment (FPA) quantitative screen evaluates companies across four
EVA-based metrics that compares financial and operational performance versus the ISS peer group.

12. Does ISS's pay for performance analysis only use TSR to gauge company performance?
The quantitative analysis (i.e. the screening phase of the pay for performance methodology) uses both TSR and key
EVA-based financial metrics to measure company's performance. However, ISS understands that there are myriad
ways to measure corporate performance, and key metrics may vary considerably from industry to industry and
from company to company depending on the company's particular business strategy at any given time. Investors
expect that incentive plan metrics will stem from that strategy and be designed to motivate the behavior and
executive decisions that will lead to its successful execution.
However, one key measure for investors in the context of a long-term pay-for-performance evaluation is total
shareholder return (TSR). ISS does not advocate that companies use TSR (or any particular metric) as the metric
utilized in incentive pay programs. On the contrary, shareholders may prefer that incentive awards be tied to the
company’s short- and long-term business goals. If the business strategy is sound and well-executed, the
expectation is that it will create value for shareowners over time, as reflected in long-term total shareholder
returns. For this reason, TSR, which is objective and transparent, is the primary metric ISS utilizes in evaluating pay
and performance alignment.
In addition to TSR, ISS’ quantitative screen also analyzes long-term financial performance across key EVA-based
metrics as part of the Financial Performance Assessment (FPA). The FPA generally utilizes four long-term Economic
Value Added (EVA) metrics – EVA Margin, EVA Spread, EVA Momentum vs. Sales, and EVA Momentum vs. Capital.
Taken together, these metrics are used to complement the TSR metric used in the other pay-for-performance
tests. The selection or weighting of any of these metrics should not be interpreted as ISS’ suggestion that a EVA
metrics or other particular metrics – or combination of metrics – should be used to form a company’s
compensation program. Rather, these metrics serve as a guide for ISS to assess long-term alignment between pay
and a broader view of key financial performance. Nevertheless, TSR will remain the most impactful performance
measure for the purposes of the pay-for-performance quantitative screen.

13. Where does ISS obtain a company’s total shareholder returns (TSRs) and financial/operational
data?
ISS obtains TSR and all financial data in the Compensation Profile from Standard & Poor's Compustat and Research
Insight. Please refer to the Company Financials FAQ and data definitions.

14. How does Compustat calculate a company’s TSR and financial/operational measures?
For information on how Compustat calculates TSR and financial/operational measures, such as revenue and net
income, see the Compustat data definitions.

Quantitative Pay for Performance Evaluation
Relative Degree of Alignment (RDA) and Multiple of Median (MOM )
15. What does RDA measure?
RDA addresses the question: Is the pay opportunity delivered to the CEO commensurate with the performance
achieved by shareholders, relative to a comparable group of companies? This measure compares the percentile
rank of a company's CEO pay and TSR performance, relative to a comparator or peer group, that is selected by ISS
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on the basis on size, industry, and market capitalization, over a three-year period. For more information on peer
groups please see the Constructing Comparison Groups section below.
The Relative Degree of Alignment is equal to the difference between percentile ranks: the performance percentile
rank minus the pay percentile rank, over a three-year period.

3-Year

Performance
26

Pay
64

Difference*
-38

*Performance Percentile Rank – Pay Percentile Rank

16. What TSR time period will ISS use for the subject company and the peers in the relative pay for
performance analysis?
TSRs for the subject company and all its peers are measured for the same period; that is, the three-year period
ending closest to the fiscal-year end of the subject company. ISS smooths the TSR calculation by averaging the
closing prices across all trading days contained in the beginning and end months of the TSR measurement period.
The impact of dividends and stock splits occurring during the averaging period will be factored into the calculation
of TSR.

17. What compensation time period will ISS use for the subject company and the peers in the relative
pay for performance analysis?
Compensation figures for all companies are as of the latest available public disclosure filing.

18. What is the range of values for RDA?
Values for the Relative Degree of Alignment (RDA) measure range between -100 and +100, with -100 representing
high pay for low performance (i.e., 100th percentile pay combined with 0th percentile performance), zero
representing a high degree of alignment (the pay rank is equal to the performance rank), and positive values
representing high performance for low pay.

19. What is Multiple of Median (MOM)?
Multiple of Median (MOM) is the company's one-year CEO pay divided by the median one-year CEO pay of the ISS
selected comparator group. This measure aims to address the question: Is overall CEO pay significantly higher than
amounts typical for the comparison group. This measure can range from zero (if the subject company paid its CEO
nothing) to infinity and is designed to highlight cases where shareholders may be overpaying executives regardless
of performance.

20. Does the new three-year Multiple of Median display affect the quantitative screen?
Beginning in 2020 proxy season, ISS research reports will include a three-year Multiple of Median (MOM) view of
CEO pay as a measure of long-term pay magnitude relative to the ISS-derived peer group. The three-year MOM will
show CEO average pay over the last three years compared to CEO peers. The display will also show the CEO's
three-year cumulative pay total. The three-year MOM will not be part of the quantitative screen methodology and
will be displayed for informational purposes only. The results may inform ISS' qualitative evaluation.

Financial Performance Assessment (FPA)
21. How does the Financial Performance Assessment measure operate?
ISSGOVERNANCE.COM
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This relative measure of alignment between CEO pay and company financial performance was introduced as part
of the qualitative evaluation in 2017. For annual meetings on or after Feb. 1, 2018, the FPA measure has been
incorporated into the quantitative pay-for-performance evaluation and applied as a secondary measure after the
three primary screens (Multiple of Median, Relative Degree of Alignment, and Pay-TSR Alignment) have been
calculated.
The FPA compares the company’s financial and operational performance over the long term (in most cases, three
years) versus the ISS peer group. The FPA requires a minimum two-year period of CEO pay and EVA data; if
insufficient data exists for either pay or the EVA metrics, the FPA screen will be excluded. The FPA generally utilizes
four equally-weighted EVA-based metrics:
▪
▪
▪
▪

EVA Margin
EVA Spread
EVA Momentum vs. Sales
EVA Momentum vs. Capital

Financial performance for these EVA metrics is measured across a three-year period (or a shortened two-year
period depending on trading history and data availability), and the subject company is ranked against its ISSselected peers across each of the metrics. The metric performance ranks are combined into an average
performance rank, which is compared to the subject company’s CEO pay rank, in a similar fashion to the operation
of the Relative Degree of Alignment (RDA) test, creating a relative financial performance result. This may range
from -100 to +100, with -100 representing high pay for low performance. A negative result indicates that the CEO
pay rank is greater than the average financial performance rank, and a positive result means that the CEO pay rank
is below the average financial performance rank.
Note that the FPA will not be applicable to subject companies in the GICS industry 601010 Real Estate Investment
Trusts (REITs). Also, the methodology for EVA metrics excludes financial periods in which the company's revenue or
capital was below $5 million. After such an exclusion, some companies may lack sufficient data for EVA metric
calculations, which may result in the FPA being excluded.
For detailed information on the new EVA-based FPA metrics, please see ISS' Pay-for-Performance Mechanics white
paper.

22. How can the FPA result affect the final quantitative concern level?
The FPA may affect the overall quantitative concern level only if a company is (i) a Medium concern under any of
the three initial measures (RDA, MOM, PTA), or (ii) a Low concern but bordering the Medium concern threshold
under any of the three initial measures. If a company would have a Low concern under the three initial measures,
but the result is bordering the Medium concern threshold, a showing of relatively poor fundamental financial
performance in the FPA may increase the final quantitative concern level to a Medium. Conversely, if a company
would have a Medium concern under the three initial measures, a showing of relatively strong fundamental
financial performance in the FPA may reduce the final quantitative concern level to a Low. When the initial three
measures exhibit a High concern level or a Low concern level that is not bordering a Medium threshold, the final
quantitative concern level will not be eligible for modification by the FPA result.
The number of companies that are potentially affected in this way by the FPA score is limited. ISS back-testing
indicates that less than 5% of all companies subject to the quantitative screen will have their overall quantitative
concern level modified by the FPA result.
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Constructing Comparison Groups
23. How are peer companies determined?
ISS constructs a comparison group of between 11 and 24 Canadian peer companies for each subject company
covered by the Pay-For-Performance methodology. Peer groups for all S&P/TSX Composite Index companies
analyzed under this methodology are constructed twice a year, based on data provided by an independent source
(Research Insight Quarterly Data Download [QDD]). The following criteria are used to determine peer companies:
▪
▪
▪

the GICS industry classification of the subject company
the GICS industry classifications of the company’s disclosed pay benchmarking peers
Size constraints for both revenue (or assets for certain financial companies) and market value, utilizing four
market cap "buckets" (micro, small, mid, and large)

Subject to the size constraints, and while choosing companies that push the subject company's size closer to the
median of the peer group, peers are selected from a potential peer universe in the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

from the subject's own 8-digit GICS group
from the subject's peers' 8-digit GICS groups
from the subject's 6-digit GICS group
from the subject's peers' 6-digit GICS groups
from the subject's 4-digit GICS group
from the subject’s 2-digit GICS group
from the subject’s “Super GICS” group (described further below)

If 11 comparator group members are not selected from the companies in the universe that share the subject
company’s eight-digit GICS category, the process is repeated with companies in the comparison universe that
share the company’s peers’ eight-digit GICS category, maintaining the company at the median position where
possible, until 11 or more comparison companies are selected; if 11 comparison companies cannot be selected
using the peers’ eight-digit GICS category, then the process is repeated using the next universe set listed above
(i.e., the subject’s six-digit GICS group), until 11 or more companies are selected; and so on.

24. What are ISS' size parameters for qualifying a potential peer?
ISS applies two size constraints to qualify potential peers:
1.

Revenue (or assets for certain financial companies, as noted below)
In general companies should fall in the range 0.25 to 4.0 times the subject company's revenue (or assets).
These ranges are expanded when the subject company's revenue is larger than $10 billion or smaller than
$200 million in revenue (assets). Companies smaller than $100 million in revenue or assets are treated as if
they have $100 million in revenue/assets.

2.

Market capitalization (defined as 200-day average price multiplied by shares issued and outstanding).
▪

Companies are classified into market capitalization buckets as follows (in millions):
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Bucket
Micro
Small
Mid
Large
▪

Low end
0
200
1,000
10,000

High end
200
1,000

10,000
No cap

A potential peer must have a market cap that falls between 0.25 times the low end and 4 times the high
end of the subject's market capitalization bucket.

25. Why does ISS use 0.25x – 4x revenue/asset range (rounded to nearest tenth)?
There is an extensive literature that demonstrates a strong correlation between company size and CEO pay.
Among executive compensation practitioners, a size range of 0.5 times to 2 times size (measured by revenue or
assets, as appropriate for the company’s industry) has emerged as a standard of practice. Given, however, the size
of the Canadian market, ISS has expanded this range to capture peers that may be similar in function but do not
fall into a narrow size range.

26. What happens if ISS' peer group methodology does not generate at least 11 peer companies?
ISS' standard peer group construction methodology generally produces all or a majority of peer companies used
for the relative comparisons in the quantitative component of the pay for performance analysis. There are,
however, companies where the standard methodology does not generate a sufficient number of peers. Hence,
additional customization is applied to ensure that each analysis is based on a robust comparison group:
For many large Canadian companies, there are a limited number of similar companies within the size and industry
criteria mentioned above. These are handled in the following ways:
▪

Relax the revenue/asset criteria: Peer groups with an insufficient number of peer companies will be
augmented by relaxing the revenue (but not market cap) parameters in the peer group selection process while
retaining peers selected under the standard methodology. Additional peer companies that are both larger and
smaller will be added in order to maintain the subject company as close to the median size level as possible.
The revenue criteria can be relaxed to include a few companies that are closest in terms of size to the subject
company within reason. Since company size relates strongly with the top executive pay levels, however, we do
not believe that expanding the size criteria significantly would benefit peer company selection.

▪

Super GICS: In some cases where less than 11 peers have been identified using the standard methodology, the
industry group to which the subject company belongs is expanded to include companies that are otherwise
comparable to the subject company operationally. A Super GICS group combines closely related two-digit GICS
groups to create a larger peer universe for companies that have fewer than 11 peers. The Super GICS groups
used by ISS are:
Super GICS Category
A

Two-Digit GICS Included
10, 15, 20, 55

Names of Included Sectors

Materials, Industrials, Energy and Utilities

B

25, 30, 35

Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples, and
Health Care

C

45, 50

Technology and Telecom
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▪

Super Group: Certain very large companies may have insufficient peers generated by the standard
methodology because they are unique in being the largest public companies in their GICS and Super GICS
categories, and as such are without a sufficient number of peer companies. Since company size correlates
strongly with top executive pay levels, these firms require a special peer group that consists of the 24 largest
companies in Canada, as measured by revenues on the semi-annual peer reconstruction date. These
companies are similar in size and maturity to the 24 largest companies in Canada. Industry specific
performance will also be considered in any resulting qualitative review.

▪

Peers of ISS-Selected Peers: In very few cases, the above steps will not lead to the generation of a minimum
11-company comparison group. In these cases, ISS will look at the peers of the ISS-selected peer companies.
Beginning with the ISS-selected peer company closest in size to the target company, ISS will review the ISSselected peers of that peer company and select companies from this group to serve as peers of the target
company. Comparison companies will be selected from the peer company's peers with the intent of keeping
the target company as close to the median of its peer group as possible.

Finally, ISS would like to note that this process is flexible, and analysts regularly review company comparator
groups to ensure that the comparison companies are appropriate. ISS has and will continue to adjust comparator
groups where the comparator companies are deemed inappropriate.

27. Which industry groups will use assets for size comparisons? What happens when a company has
potential peers in both asset-based and revenue-based industry groups?
ISS will use balance sheet assets (rather than income statement revenue) to measure the size of companies in the
following 8-digit GICS groups.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

40101010 Commercial Banks
40101015 Regional Banks
40102010 Thrifts and mortgage
40202010 Consumer Finance
40201020 Other Diversified

Both the subject company and potential peers must be in the asset-based GICS groups listed above in order to be
compared on the basis of assets. In cases where a subject company is in one of the asset-based GICS groups and a
potential peer is not, revenues will be used for size comparisons. This principle applies to the size comparisons
made to qualify a company for potential inclusion as a peer; to the size rankings made to maintain the subject
company near the median size of the peer group; and to the size prioritization of peers.
In addition, as deemed appropriate by ISS, additional 8-digit GICS categories may be determined to utilize assets
and/or market cap to identify peers.

28. Why does ISS select 11-24 companies?
The Relative Degree of Alignment calculation measures percentile ranks of pay and performance for the subject
company. The larger the comparison group, the finer the resolution of the percentile ranks (for instance: in a
comparison group of 24, percentile ranks move in approximately 4-point increments, whereas they move in 10point increments for a group of less than ten). We believe that using 11 or more companies in the comparison
groups provides sufficient resolution for the percentile measure, while also allowing us to generate comparison
groups for the vast majority of companies within the methodology’s size and industry constraints.

29. Do you include the subject company in the derivation of the peer group median? When you say 11
companies minimum for peers, does the 11 include the subject company?
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No, neither the CEO pay nor the TSR for the subject company is included in the median calculation. The subject
company is also not included in the number of peer companies.

30. Will a company always be at the median of its peer group in terms of size?
The aim of the methodology is to produce a mix of peers larger and smaller than the subject company (ideally
putting it at the median); however as long as a company's GICS group peers meet the market cap and
revenue/asset range criteria they may be selected. The premise is that any company within the size range may be
expected to provide compensation opportunities at around the same level as any other company within its size
range.

31. When will the company's peer group have more than 11 companies?
If more than 11 companies within the subject company's eight- and six-digit GICS group meet the applicable size
criteria (market cap and revenue/assets), up to 24 of those companies may be selected for the peer group. If less
than 11 companies in the subject company's six-digit GICS group meet the size criteria, peers that do not meet the
criteria will be selected from the broader GICS groups until 11 or more are identified.

32. Will ISS use companies from countries other than Canada to create the comparison group?
No. For the purpose of selecting peer companies, ISS shall only select Canadian incorporated companies with proxy
materials filed on SEDAR. Please note that ISS will not consider Canadian incorporated companies that file DEF-14A
in the US for the purpose of peer selection because these companies are deemed U.S. domestic reporting issuers
under the SEC and are thus covered by ISS U.S. Research using U.S. policy.

33. Does ISS use the same list of peer companies for pay for performance as used for a company's
allowable cap on an equity plan proposal?
Although there may be an overlap of peers selected under each methodology, the peer companies used to
determine allowable cap on an equity plan proposal are not necessarily the same peers used for assessing pay for
performance. The peer group used for assessing pay for performance alignment is based on a combination of
industry and size (revenue/assets and market cap); whereas the peer group used to create the allowable cap to
assess a stock-based compensation plan is based on industry, with adjustments for market capitalization.

34. Who can I contact if I disagree with the GICS classification?
ISS does not classify companies into the GICS codes. Please contact Standard and Poor's at 1-800-523-4534 if you
believe that a company has been misclassified.

35. When and how often will ISS reconstruct peer groups?
Company peer groups will be reconstructed twice a year during July and December. The expectation is that revised
peer groups, which are not anticipated to be significant, will be in place for meeting dates taking place on or afterSeptember 1 and February 1, respectively.
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Pay-TSR Alignment (PTA)
36. What does Pay-TSR Alignment (PTA) measure?
Pay-TSR Alignment (PTA) is a measure of long term absolute alignment and is designed to indicate whether
shareholders of a subject company and its executives have experienced the same long-term trend. It is important
to note that PTA is not designed to measure the sensitivity of CEO pay to performance; i.e., whether pay and
performance go up and down together on a year-over-year basis. Rather, PTA is a long-term measure of directional
alignment.

37. How is PTA calculated?
At a high level, the measure is calculated as the difference between the slopes of weighted linear regressions for
pay and for shareholder returns over a five-year period. This difference indicates the degree to which CEO pay has
changed more or less rapidly than shareholder returns over that period.
By using regressions to estimate the long-term trends for pay and TSR, the method avoids the pitfalls of evaluating
pay and performance over time:
▪
▪

Performance over a fiscal year and pay granted over that period are measured in a consistent fashion, on the
same scale, and are matched in time.
Lumpiness of pay and volatility of performance are smoothed but not eliminated – addressing in a consistent
fashion both the “lumpy pay” problem as well as the sensitivity of TSR to choice of endpoints.

The trend lines calculated by these regressions are analogous to a 5-year “trend rate” for pay and performance,
weighted to reflect recent history. The final Pay-TSR Alignment measure is simply equal to the difference:
performance slope minus the pay slope.

38. Can you provide more details about the regressions?
Full details are available in Pay for Performance Mechanics: ISS’ Quantitative and Qualitative Approach white
paper.

Thresholds for Quantitative Evaluation
The philosophy of the framework is simple: if pay-for-performance measures for a company lie within a range of
typical values, then it has demonstrated some evidence of pay-for-performance alignment; if the company’s
measure is an outlier beyond that range, however, it begins to raise some degree of concern that a potential
misalignment may exist.

39. What are the values for each pay for performance measure that may raise some degree of
concern?
The evaluative approach begins by identifying companies that are significant outliers in each measure. The
approach is based on empirical observation of the distribution of the measures within the back-testing universe.
Additionally, the methodology, where possible, avoids arbitrary threshold effects by using a continuous scoring
approach. As a result, scores are additive; concerns raised for multiple measures can accumulate to provide
evidence for a potential pay for performance misalignment and a deeper dive by the analyst covering the
company. Thus, the methodology identifies whether:
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1.
2.

a company’s particular measure is a sufficient outlier to demonstrate a high concern by itself; or
a company’s particular measure is a sufficient outlier to demonstrate a high concern in conjunction with
one or both of the other measures.

The table below shows the levels for each measure that indicate, based on initial testing analysis, where a
company would be considered an outlier (triggering Medium concern) or a significant outlier (which would trigger
High concern). High concern for any individual factor will result in an overall High concern level for the quantitative
component of the pay-for-performance evaluation, and multiple Medium concern levels may also result in an
overall High concern.

Measure

Level that may trigger high concern in
conjunction with other measures

Level that triggers high concern by itself

Relative Degree of
Alignment (RDA)

-45%

~17th percentile

-65%

~7th percentile

Multiple of Median
(MOM)

2.5x

~93rd percentile

3.5x

~96th percentile

Pay-TSR Alignment
(PTA)

-25%

~13th percentile

-40%

~3rd percentile

Qualitative Pay for Performance Evaluation
40. What impact might an adverse score on the quantitative portion of the pay for performance
methodology have?
The purpose of ISS' pay-for-performance evaluation is to identify companies where shareholders may wish to
communicate concern about the pay-setting approach, given misalignment of compensation decisions relative to
the company’s performance track record. ISS' quantitative assessment is designed to detect such misalignment,
based on both relative and absolute pay-performance evaluations, as well as to identify apparent good or
satisfactory alignment that investors appreciate being aware of.
An important step when pay and performance appears misaligned is to assess how various pay elements may be
working to encourage, or to undermine, long-term value creation and alignment with shareholder interests. All
cases where the quantitative analysis indicates significant misalignment will continue to receive an in-depth
qualitative assessment, to determine either the likely cause or mitigating factors. An adverse score on the
quantitative portion of the pay for performance methodology will not lead to an adverse vote recommendation,
rather to an in-depth qualitative analysis.

41. What qualitative factors are considered by ISS in the qualitative assessment of the company's pay
and performance alignment?
The factors considered by ISS during the qualitative assessment of the company's pay for performance alignment
include but are not limited to the following:
Strength of performance-based compensation: This key consideration includes a review of the ratio of
performance- to time-based equity awards as well as the overall ratio of performance-based compensation to total
compensation, focusing particularly on the compensation committee's most recent decision-making (which
reflects its current direction).
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A company that exhibits significant misalignment of pay and performance over time would be expected to strongly
emphasize performance-based compensation (though not by simply increasing the size of the pay package in order
to make it more performance-based). ISS will review both recent cash awards paid and the award opportunities
(long-term incentive grants) intended to drive future performance to evaluate their performance conditions. Timebased awards (including time-based stock options) that are not granted due to the attainment of pre-set goals are
not considered strongly performance-based in this context. Shareholders would also expect such a company to
fully disclose performance metrics and goals, which should be reasonably challenging in the context of its past
performance and goals, guidance the company has provided to analysts, etc. Use of a single metric, or similar
metrics, in either or both of the short- and long-term incentive programs may suggest inappropriate focus on one
aspect of business results at the expense of others. If the company uses non-GAAP metrics, adjustments should be
clearly disclosed (along with compelling rationale if such adjustments are nonstandard).
The company's peer group benchmarking practices: Several studies have pointed to companies' peer group
benchmarking practices as a source of pay escalation that is divorced from performance considerations.
Companies undertake benchmarking in order to ensure that their top management pay packages will stay
competitive in the interest of attracting and retaining key executives. While this is an important objective, there
are no established standards or rules for the practice, one which has been described as "more of an art than a
science" by many companies. Peer selection may be influenced by many considerations. If a company exhibits
long-term disconnect between pay and performance, ISS closely examines its disclosed benchmarking approach to
determine whether that may be a contributing factor. For example, a preponderance of self-selected peers that
are larger than the subject company may drive up compensation without regard to performance. Above-median
targeting may have the same effect.
Results of financial/operational metrics: If a disconnect is driven by cash pay, ISS considers the rigor of
performance goals (if any) that generated the payouts. Recent (GAAP) results on metrics such as return measures
and growth in revenue, profit, cash flow, etc. -- both absolute and relative to peers – may also be further examined
to assess the rigor of goals and whether the quantitative analysis may be anomalous (if other metrics suggest
sustained superior performance). As noted above, company disclosure about the metrics, goals, and adjustments
to results, should be clear and fulsome.
Special circumstances: The qualitative analysis may also consider exceptional situations, such as recruitment of a
new CEO in the prior fiscal year or unusual equity grant practices (e.g., bi- or triennial awards) that may distort a
quantitative analysis. We note, however, that such circumstances do not automatically invalidate other aspects of
the analysis, including the quantitative results, since that methodology's long-term orientation is designed to
smooth the impact of timing anomalies. Further, while shareholders may welcome a new CEO in light of lagging
performance, they may nevertheless be concerned about a board that has been forced to pay dearly for outside
talent but fails to appropriately link the new CEO's pay to performance improvement.

Problematic Pay Practices
42. What is ISS' Problematic Pay Practices evaluation?
Pay elements that are not directly based on performance are generally evaluated on a case-by-case basis
considering the context of a company's overall pay program and demonstrated pay-for-performance philosophy.
Based on input from client surveys and roundtables, ISS has identified certain practices that are contrary to a
performance-based pay philosophy, which are highlighted in the list below. ISS evaluates these practices on a caseby-case basis, considering the facts and circumstances disclosed.
Poor disclosure practices:
▪ General omission of timely information necessary to understand the rationale for compensation setting
process and outcomes, or omission of material contracts, agreements or shareholder disclosure documents;
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New CEO with overly generous new hire package:
▪ Excessive “make whole” provisions;
▪ Any of the problematic pay practices listed in this policy;
Egregious employment contracts:
▪ Contracts containing multiyear guarantees for salary increases, bonuses, or equity compensation;
Employee Loans:
▪ Interest free or low interest loans extended by the company to employees for the purpose of exercising
options or acquiring equity to meet holding requirements or as compensation;
Excessive severance and/or change-in-control provisions:
▪ Inclusion of excessive change-in-control or severance payments, especially those with a multiple in excess of
2X cash pay (salary + bonus);
▪ Severance paid for a “performance termination” (i.e., due to the executive’s failure to perform job functions at
the appropriate level);
▪ Employment or severance agreements that provide for modified single triggers, under which an executive may
voluntarily leave following a change in control without cause and still receive the severance package;
▪ Perquisites for former executives such as car allowance, personal use of corporate aircraft, or other
inappropriate arrangements;
▪ Change-in-control payouts without loss of job or substantial diminution of job duties (single-triggered);
Abnormally large bonus payouts without justifiable performance linkage or proper disclosure:
▪ Performance metrics that are changed, canceled, or replaced during the performance period without
adequate explanation of the action and the link to performance;
Egregious pension/SERP (supplemental executive retirement plan) payouts:
▪ Inclusion of performance-based equity awards in the pension calculation;
▪ Inclusion of target (unearned) or excessive bonus amounts in the pension calculation;
▪ Addition of extra years of service credited without compelling rationale;
▪ No absolute limit on SERP annual pension benefits (any limit should be expressed as a dollar value);
▪ No reduction in benefits on a pro-rata basis in the case of early retirement;
Excessive perks:
▪ Overly generous cost and/or reimbursement of taxes for personal use of corporate aircraft, personal security
systems maintenance and/or installation, car allowances, and/or other excessive arrangements relative to
base salary;
Payment of dividends on performance awards:
▪ Performance award grants for which dividends are paid during the period before the performance criteria or
goals have been achieved, and therefore not yet earned;
Problematic option granting practices:
▪ Backdating options (i.e. retroactively setting a stock option’s exercise price lower than the prevailing market
value at the grant date);
▪ Springloading options (i.e. timing the grant of options to effectively guarantee an increase in share price
shortly after the grant date);
▪ Cancellation and subsequent re-grant of options;
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Internal Pay Disparity:
▪ Excessive differential between CEO total pay and that of next highest-paid named executive officer (NEO);
Absence of pay practices that discourage excessive risk taking:
▪ These provisions include but are not limited to: clawbacks, holdbacks, stock ownership requirements, deferred
bonus and equity award compensation practices, etc.;
▪ Financial institutions will be expected to have adopted or at least addressed the provisions listed above in
accordance with the Financial Stability Board’s (FSB) Compensation Practices and standards for financial
companies;
Other pay practices that may be deemed problematic in a given circumstance but are not covered in the above
categories.

Miscellaneous Questions
43. Will any of the quantitative pay-for-performance screens change for 2020?
There will be no changes to the basic operation of the quantitative screens for 2020, except that the metrics used
in the secondary FPA screen will be updated. The pay-for-performance evaluation will continue to be based on the
same three primary screens (RDA, MOM, PTA) and a fourth secondary screen (FPA). However, for meetings on or
after Feb. 1, 2020, the measures utilized by the secondary FPA screen will be Economic Value Added (EVA) metrics
instead of the GAAP metrics that were used in 2019. The GAAP metrics will continue to be displayed in research
reports for informational purposes but will no longer be a part of the quantitative screen.

44. What are the minimum time periods of data needed for the quantitative screen measures? Does
lack of sufficient data affect whether a company would be used as a peer?
The absolute PTA measure generally requires five years of TSR and pay data, while the relative RDA and FPA
measures generally require three years of TSR/financial and pay data. However, the PTA measure can still be run
on a more-limited four years of data, and the RDA and FPA measures can be run on two years of data (assuming
five or three years of complete data is unavailable). The relative MOM measure requires one year of pay data.
A company's limited life as a publicly traded company will also be considered as part of any qualitative evaluation.
Generally, only companies with three full years of data will be peer companies. In limited circumstances, a
company with less than three years of data may be used when the quantitative evaluation focuses on less than
three years.

45. How does ISS evaluate disclosure around terminations and severance payments?
Severance is intended for involuntary or constructive job loss; it is not appropriate for executives that voluntarily
resign or retire. Investors expect clear and forthright disclosure around the nature of an executive's termination
and how the board determined to pay severance (for example, "the board determined the termination to be
'without cause' as defined in the executive's employment agreement and paid the severance amount provided
under the agreement.") This enables shareholders to assess the appropriateness of such payments and determine
whether there have been any discretionary enhancements. Disclosure indicating that an executive “stepped down”
does not clearly indicate an involuntary termination – companies should identify in such cases the type of
termination (e.g. termination without cause or resignation for good reason) and the provision by which severance
payments were made under the agreement.

46. What impact might an adverse pay-for-performance recommendation have on an equity plan
proposal?
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If a significant portion of the CEO's misaligned pay is attributed to non-performance-based equity awards, and
there is an equity plan on the ballot with the CEO as one of the participants, ISS may recommend a vote against the
equity plan.

47. A company makes equity grants near the beginning of each year based on an evaluation of the
company and/or the executive’s performance in the immediately preceding year. Such grant
information will appear in the following year’s proxy statement. Will ISS take into account the
timing of these early equity grants made in the current fiscal year and make adjustments to the
top executives' total compensation when conducting its pay for performance analysis?
Such timing issues can be problematic for investors evaluating the relationship between performance and pay. The
value of equity grants generally represents a significant proportion of top executives’ pay; if the grants are made
subsequent to the “performance” year, disclosures in the Summary Compensation Table or the Awards
Outstanding at Year End may distort the pay-for-performance link.
Some investors believe that equity awards can incentivize and retain executives for past and future performance;
therefore, adjustments for such timing issues may not be relevant. In addition, ISS' pay-for-performance analysis
has a long-term orientation, where these types of timing issues are less relevant than an evaluation of one year's
pay. Nevertheless, ISS may consider the timing of equity awards made early in a fiscal year if complete disclosure
and discussion is made in the proxy statement in a qualitative assessment. In order to ensure that pay-forperformance alignment is perceived, the company should discuss the specific pre-established performance
measures and goals that resulted in equity awards made early in a fiscal year. A general reference to last year’s
performance is not considered sufficient and meaningful to shareholders. If the company makes equity grants
early in each year, based on the prior year’s specific performance achievement, shareholders should not be
required to search for the information. Instead, companies should provide information about grants made in
relation to the most recently completed fiscal year in the proxy statement for the shareholder meeting that follows
that fiscal year (aligned with other compensation reported for that year).

48. How do you account for differences in disclosure currency?
All companies analyzed under the Canadian Pay for Performance policy are analyzed in Canadian dollars (CAD). To
do so, all figures disclosed in a currency other than CAD (e.g., USD) are converted to CAD before conducting the
analysis.
ISS uses a yearly average exchange rate. The exchange rate used to convert an individual company’s CEO pay to
CAD is the (yearly average) exchange rate ending in the month closest to the respective company’s fiscal year end
date. If a company’s FYE date is on or after the 15th day of a given month, the exchange rate as of that month-end
will be used; otherwise, the previous month’s yearly average exchange rate is used.
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We empower investors and companies to build
for long-term and sustainable growth by providing
high-quality data, analytics, an d insight.

GET STARTED WITH ISS SOLUTIONS
Email sales@issgovernance.com or visit issgovernance.com for more information.

Founded in 1985, the Institutional Shareholder Services group of companies (“ISS”) is the world’s leading provider of corporate
governance and responsible investment solutions alongside fund intelligence and services, events, and editorial content for
institutional investors, globally. ISS’ solutions include objective governance research and recommendations; responsible
investment data, analytics, and research; end-to-end proxy voting and distribution solutions; turnkey securities class-action
claims management (provided by Securities Class Action Services, LLC); reliable global governance data and modeling tools; asset
management intelligence, portfolio execution and monitoring, fund services, and media. Clients rely on ISS’ expertise to help
them make informed investment decisions.
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